St. John Sojurn: The 2013 St. John, US Virgin Islands Guest Services
Guide Book

St. John Sojourn is the perfect guidebook
for an overnight guest visiting St. John, US
Virgin Islands, providing a wealth of
information about every aspect of it: from
arrival to departure, St. John Sojourn gives
you the opportunity to plan any and every
detail of the trip. Along with suggested
itineraries for how to best enjoy St. John
we offer comprehensive listings of the
amenities here: massage, boat charter, villa
provisioning, chef services, and current
restaurant menus, with photos and text. St.
John Sojourn is full color and is written
locally by
a team that includes the
exquisite photography of Steve Simonsen,
Yelena Rogers and Christian Wheatley and
the engaging writing of Michael Barry, all
St. Johnians who love the island and want
to share it with you. It can serve as a
planning guide before and a souvenir of the
visit after.
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